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AI: Utopia or dystopia?
As AI becomes mainstream,

black and white hats battle for dominance

https://www.bluvector.io/


Is the future 
utopian or 
dystopian for 
cybersecurity?      
Artificial intelligence allows software to 
autonomously probe for previously undiscovered 
vulnerabilities. Will that benefit the attackers or 
the defenders? David F. Carr reports. 

Scripted attacks on networks, servers 
and the flawed judgement of computer 
users succeed every day. The threat 

likely would be much worse, though, 
if the attacks were not just scripted but 
autonomous, using artificial intelligence to 
make decisions about what, when and whom 
to attack and how to get past their defenses.

On the other hand, defenses likely would be 
that much better if we could employ AI to spot 
and patch vulnerabilities first. Or, to recognize 
and frustrate 
attacks in real time 
on our networks, 
our servers, and our 
people.

For now, 
thankfully, the edge 
tends to go to the 
defenders. In other 
words, if anyone 
will benefit from 
the impact of AI 
on cybersecurity 
it is likely to be 
the organizations 
with the budgets, 
computing resources, and motivation to 
invest in advanced technologies for cyber 
defense — potentially one way of leveling 
the playing field for the “good guys” who 
often fear being caught a step behind the 
attackers. AI could be a way of detecting and 

fixing zero day exploits before they can be 
exploited, for example.

Meanwhile, attackers arguably have their 
hands full picking the low-hanging fruit in 
cybersecurity — all the poorly configured 
networks, unpatched servers and gullible 
users in the world. Generally speaking, 
cybercrime enterprises do not need to invest 
in advanced technologies to achieve their 
goals, says Eliezer Kanal, technical manager 
of cybersecurity foundations at the Computer 
Emergency Response Team, part of Carnegie 
Mellon University’s Software Engineering 
Institute.

“Getting a human to do something stupid 
for three seconds pays off really well,” he 
says. So do techniques as simple as exploiting 
well-known unpatched SQL injection 
vulnerabilities on WordPress sites, Kanal says. 
“If I’m trying to make a quick buck with an 
extortion scheme, I don’t need anything else.”

The case for enterprises to invest in AI for 
cyber defense seems much clearer, he says. 
“On the defensive side, the more information 
you have about what’s leaving your network 

the better.”
Yet as AI 

technologies 
continue to find 
their way out of the 
research labs and 
into open source 
software and cloud 
services, they are 
bound to find their 
way into the black 
hat hacker toolkit. 
And while fully 
autonomous hacking 
systems might not 
yet exist outside the 

laboratory, there is no doubt machine-learning 
technologies derived from AI research are 
already being used by government hackers and 
the more advanced cybercrime rings.

“It’s more than hypothetical, but it is a 
question of who is attacking whom at this 
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level,” Kanal says. “I suspect it’s currently at 
the level of nation state resources — I doubt 
even large-scale criminal enterprises are using 
this stuff too much at this point.”

The answer depends partly on definitions. 
Spin-off technologies from AI research such 
as image recognition have already been put 
to work by attackers, Kanal 
says. For example, those 
CAPTCHA scrambled image 
tests you see employed on 
web forms might stop the 
less sophisticated spam bots 
but software exists to easily 
unscramble them, he says. 
“But autonomously hacking 
a system — I don’t think 
that’s out in the wild yet.”

Proof of Vulnerability
Thank DARPA, the Defense 
Advanced Research Projects 
Agency, for proving that fully autonomous 
hacking is possible. On the bright side, so is 
fully autonomous vulnerability scanning and 
repair.

In much the way that DARPA sparked the 
beginning of the self-driving car industry 
with a series of autonomous vehicle Grand 
Challenge competitions that attracted some 
of the best minds in computing, DARPA also 
sponsored a Cyber Grand Challenge held at 
Defcon August 2016. This was a “capture 
the flag” tournament where the competitors 
competed to do the best job of hacking the 
other players’ systems and defending their own. 
The difference: the “players” were autonomous 
systems whose programmers were required to 
keep hands off until the end of game play. The 
game organizers gave all the teams the same 
set of custom-built servers to work with, each 
of which contained some intentional security 
flaws, as well as unintentional ones discovered 
during the game.

Teams earned points for each “proof of 
vulnerability” they demonstrated.

The victor, a system dubbed Mayhem, was 

crafted by a team from Carnegie Mellon led 
by David Brumley, whose research focus was 
on autonomous identification and patching of 
exploitable software bugs. “We know insecure 
software is a huge problem — it’s the way 
people break into computer systems — and 
there is always the fear of the zero day bug 

for which nobody has a 
patch,” Brumley says. “The 
core idea we’re working on, 
the idea that we can teach 
computers to automatically 
find vulnerabilities and then 
repair them, is of huge benefit 
today and in the future.”

Although commercialization 
of the software is at an early 
stage, the Department of 
Defense is already a customer 
for ForAllSecure, the company 
Brumley’s team formed after 
its Grand Challenge win. He 

is currently on an “entrepreneurial leave” from 
CMU so he can serve full time as its CEO.

His company will be playing a part in a 
larger DoD cybersecurity initiative that also 
includes major defense contractors such as 
Lockheed Martin. The Navy has expressed 
particular interest, and if you think of all 
the electronic devices afloat on an aircraft 
carrier, more of which carry with them 
potentially corruptible embedded systems and 
software, it is easy to understand the desire 
to have a better way of auditing it all.

AI already plays a part in elements 
of cybersecurity such as antivirus and 
antimalware technology, as well as intrusion 
detection and prevention. A survey in the 
Research Journal of Information Science  
outlines seven different AI techniques, 
including genetic algorithms and neural 
networks, which have been applied to intrusion 
detection. Google says applying machine 
learning techniques to Gmail allows it to block 
spam and phishing messages with 99 percent 
accuracy. It is safe to say virtually every major 
cybersecurity technology company is likely 
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– Accenture Research  
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investigating ways to tap AI, whether in the 
lab, embedded in shipping products or both.

Where intrusion detection systems focus on 
network anomalies, Brumley wants to attack 
the problem of insecure software within 
those networks. While software makers 
could apply AI techniques to weeding out 
vulnerabilities up front, Brumley believes the 
bigger application will be at the enterprise 
level. “Right now software developers have 
a variety of tools to check for vulnerabilities, 
yet they keep shipping insecure code. It’s the 
people who download and install it who end 
up paying the price,” he says.

Part of what his team proved was that it 
was possible to scan for previously unknown 
vulnerabilities in shipping software without 
access to the source code. “Instead of 
attackers finding bugs first, now enterprises 
can find the bugs first,” he says.

Although the dividing line between AI and 
simpler forms of automation is the subject of 
ongoing debate, by definition AI goes beyond 
simple automation to the design of systems 
that observe their environment, learn, make 
decisions and improve themselves.

AI researchers are still a long way from 
creating a computer system that exhibits 
“general intelligence,” meaning that it begins 
to approach human-level adaptability and 
problem-solving skills in a broad range of 
situations. However, a self-driving car does 
not require general intelligence to be useful. 
Instead, its designers can focus on making 
it sense and understand the explicit and 
unspoken rules of the road, the inputs from its 
sensors, and the physics of vehicle propulsion, 
braking and momentum. In a similar way, 
AI for cybersecurity can become expert at 
malware or intrusion detection, penetration 
testing or probing for software vulnerabilities.

Brumley suggests autonomous probing for 
insecure software will be necessary as software 
embedded in consumer and industrial devices 
proliferates faster than humans can keep up. 
There simply aren’t enough people with the 
white hat hacking skills necessary to analyze 

all the software in all the devices, making 
computerized assistance essential, he says.

As for the potential that autonomous 
hackers will be employed by attackers, 
“to the best of my knowledge, it’s a 
hypothetical,” Brumley says. Yet now that 
DARPA has put on a big stage show proving 
that it is possible, “I can’t imagine that this 
doesn’t find its way into every walk of life 
— just like we have autonomous military 
vehicles but also autonomous Uber today.”

For the moment, AI probably does more to 
help than hurt cybersecurity, Brumley says. 
“These techniques are somewhat CPU and 
resource intensive. Companies can do a great 

job because they have the CPU power, and 
countries can do a great job because they 
have the CPU power,” he says, but private 
attackers are no match.

R. Michael Pickering, whose company 
CloudConstable also seeks to exploit the 
defensive potential of AI, is not so sure. 
“All it would take is going out and getting 
an advanced gaming laptop — there is a lot 
of power in the GPUs inside that system to 
run some very sophisticated AI algorithms,” 
he says. Attackers who have learned to 
compromise IoT devices might also learn to 
assemble them into distributed computing 
clusters for AI processing, he suggests.

Though far from releasing a commercial 
product, Toronto-based CloudConstable is 
competing for the IBM Watson AI X-Prize 
for inventive uses of AI. Its entry is software 
intended to help protect children against 
patterns of online exploitation and abuse. 
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Right now software developers  
have a variety of tools to check  
for vulnerabilities, yet they keep 

shipping insecure code.”

– David Brumley, cybersecurity researcher,  
Carnegie Mellon University; CEO, ForAllSecure
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The venture got its initial funding from 
the government-backed Ontario Centers of 
Excellence.

“The overall trend is we tend to push down 
techniques that used to require a supercomputer 
or an advanced computing cluster to the point 
where it is possible to use fairly common 
computing resources to do the same thing,” 
Pickering says. So will we see robotic hackers in 
the wild? “I don’t know if it’s happened yet, but 
it’s pretty much bound to happen,” he says.

Others don’t see AI-assisted hacking as 
futuristic at all. “AI is used by hackers and 
has been for quite some time,” says Maximus 
Blackbourne, CEO of 
Blackbourne Worldwide, 
a startup that uses AI 
techniques for penetration 
testing of its client’s 
networks. However, attacks 
“often need to be finalized 
by a human because of the 
human element,” he says.

A bot might be employed 
to scan websites and social 
media for information to 
be used in a spear phishing 
attack (a targeted attack, 
usually on a top executive, 
often using social engineering tactics to 
convince someone to click on a malicious 
attachment in an email). But the bot probably 
won’t be charged with actually writing and 
sending the email, Blackbourne says. “It 
really does take a human for a spear phishing 
attack to be successful — to pull the right 
heart string and use the right voice.”

As a network auditing and penetration testing 
technique, the potential of AI is to achieve 
complete coverage, “essentially defending 100 
percent of your network, using 100 percent 
offensive tactics,” Blackbourne says.

Autonomous Versus Automated
There is no question hackers have used 
automated scripts to scan servers and 
networks for vulnerabilities for years. Viruses 

and other malware is programmed to replicate 
and spread itself automatically. But automatic 
is not the same as autonomous or intelligent. 
To go from automated to autonomous, attack 
software would have to be capable of making 
decisions on its own, without the need to 
phone home for further instructions.

“On the attack side, yes, it makes sense to 
develop intelligent attack mechanisms,” says 
Claudiu Popa, a security and privacy advisor 
with the Toronto-based Informatica Corp. 
(a Canadian consultancy, not the California-
based data management software firm).

With IPv6 and the Internet of Things will 
come a further explosion 
in the number of possible 
targets for attackers to 
scan, and employing expert 
systems and neural networks 
derived from AI research will 
be the best way of finding 
the best opportunities to 
exploit, he says. Botnets, in 
which distributed networks 
of compromised computers 
cooperate to attack other 
systems, “no longer just 
operate at the protocol 
level” but are seeking out 

vulnerabilities in applications and social 
networks, he says. “The smarter they are, 
the fewer people you need to control them,” 
he quips.

Even if such systems are not fully 
autonomous to the extent of both finding 
vulnerabilities and carrying out attacks, they 
can save labor for the attackers by identifying 
the most valuable opportunities.

Sidney Pearl, chief cyber intelligence 
officer at the International Association of 
Certified ISAOs, an association of cyber 
threat information sharing and analysis 
organizations, says the use of AI in attacks is 
most likely in the case of high value targets 
like financial services firms. As for state-
sponsored use of AI in attacks, “I think we 
have to assume that has already happened,” 
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says Pearl, a former U.S. Navy special 
operations intelligence analyst and former 
Unisys cybersecurity executive.

Using AI techniques might be the only way 
for the defenders to get beyond perpetually 
playing catch up with attackers, Pearl says. 
“It’s a way of getting beyond defensive and 
reactive to proactive and predictive.”

People: Not Obsolete Yet
If it is any comfort, Brumley’s Cyber Grand 
Challenge winning robot hacker bested other 
bots — but not the humans competing at 
Defcon. On the day after the autonomous 
capture-the-flag game, Mayhem entered the 
traditional version of the competition. In 
that contest, it took a lead over a few of the 
human teams but couldn’t stay ahead.

“Mayhem, the automated system, wound 
up coming in dead last,” Brumley says. 
He didn’t have to feel too bad about the 
outcome, however, since the CMU team he 
was coaching, known as PPP, won the contest 
that year.

“The machine was really good when cold, 
hard computation was what mattered,” 
Brumley says. “It tended to do worse where 
creativity was required — where a human 
hacker would say, ‘I just have a gut instinct 

that something may be wrong here’ or 
‘they’re trying to do something that is really 
easy to get wrong.’”

On the other hand, Mayhem was 
competing against the best hackers in the 
world, people with “crazy levels of skill,” 
Brumley says. The team behind Mayhem can 
be proud of creating a computer that is at 
least competitive at that level, he says.

Besides, that “cold, hard computation” 
part of the cybersecurity equation is really 
important, and it is where an autonomous 
system has an edge, Bromley says. What an 
autonomous system lacks in skill, it more 
than makes up for in volume, he says.

That kind of robotic endurance will be 
required to audit networks thoroughly as more 
potentially flawed software is installed in more 
places and embedded in more devices. n
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BluVector has reinvented network intrusion detection with machine learning 
so that it can finally deliver on its promise: defend the network against even the 
newest and most sophisticated cyberattacks. 

For more information visit www.bluvector.io/.
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Network Intrusion Detection, 

REINVENTED
Only BluVector has invested 8 years in training its patented, machine learning-based 

detection and intelligent decision support engines to enable security analysts  

to find, confirm, and contain even the newest and most sophisticated threats.

Before your next breach, visit 
www.bluvector.io
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